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 Sue’S ez toe-up Socks 
By Susan Sedlak 

 

 

Haven’t tried toe-up socks, or found them difficult? Try this and you’ll be a 

convert! Stop worrying have I got enough yarn for both socks? Divide your supply 

in half and start knitting. Make more replaceable heels or toes by using a different 

colour. This toe-up sock pattern is so easy you will want to knit a bunch.  EZ toe cast 

on, and After Thought Heel instructions. Learn a new and useful construction 

option for socks. Make a basic sock that will fit you or a loved one perfectly.  Try 

something new!   

Ladies or Men Size 7 to 10 (adjust to fit) 

 Gauge approx. 30 sts x 42 rows to 4” 

 2.5mm Dpns (set of 5) 1.5 US 

 3 mm Dpns 2 US (set of 5) 

 100 gms or approx 400 yds of sock yarn (fingering weight/ 3 or 4 ply)   at least 15% 

synthetic and preferably 85% and wool or other natural fibre (the small amount of 

synthetic adds durability) 

 Darning needle, scissors, measuring tape. Waste yarn 
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Note: This pattern is worked on 4 

needles because everything is halves or 

quarters, if you don’t have 5 needles, its 

ok to work on 3.  Don’t worry these 

socks will fit. They are knit so you can 

try them on for fit at anytime, so you 

can make adjustments as you go.  They 

also don’t have to be exactly this size.  I 

find this pattern fits most adults.   

Work with machine washable fibres!!!! 

And preshrink handspun before 

knitting, don’t machine wash.  Keep a 

little yarn for darning; you’re going to 

love these. Detailed instructions can be 

found on the website referred to under 

suggestions at the end of this pattern. 
 

 
Fig. 1 

Square Toe cast on 

Cast on 4 Sts using Thumb Cast on using 

smaller needles. 

Stocking stitch for 4 rows 

Row 1: Knit needle 1, pick up 4 sts down 

the side of needle 2, pick up and knit the 4 

sts from the cast on edge on needle 3, pick 

up 4 sts up the side of needle 4. 

(See fig.1) 

 

 

 

 

Toe increases – this is where you 

determine size of sock 

Row 2: knit  

 

Option 1: For a more pointed toe. 

Row 3: Increase each end of needles 2 

            and 4  

Row 4: knit every alternate row to 26 Sts 

each. (4,26,4,26) (60 st) 

 

Option 2: More rounded toes. 

Row 3: every row inc. each end of needles 2 

and 4 to 26 Sts each. (4,26,4,26) (60 st) 

 

  

  

(See fig.2 – shows option 2) 

 

 
Fig.2                                                  

Instep: 
Divide Sts evenly onto the 4 needles now 

you should have 15 Sts on each of 4 needles. 

Continue to knit in Stocking Stitch for 7 “  

Using waste yarn knit 30 sts (take care that 

the heel is oriented the same direction as the 

toe) then continue knitting the leg of the 

sock and the cuff 
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Leg 

Begin knitting all the stitches again till the sock measures about 14’ from the toe. 

 

 

Note: The proportion of the sock; the toe to the heel is the same as the heel to the beginning of 

the cuff.  The sock will not slide down your calf muscle as it flexes.  

(the Golden Rule for body measurements) Therefore once you have established the length of 

the foot, turn the heel and knit the leg until the length from the toe to the back heel measures 

the same as the bottom of heel to cuff. Fold the sock at the heel point and this will tell you 

when you are there. 

 

Cuff 

k1, p1 for 4”  

To cast off using larger needles, rib cast off loosely. This makes for a more elastic edge. 

Darn in ends and there you are… Now to the Heel.  

 

After thought Heel 

 

 
    Fig.3 

 

Removing the waste yarn, pick up 30st on either side of the opening created. Divide these stitches 

onto 3 needles.(15, 30,15,) The 30st are the top of the foot. 

Row 1: Knit 

Row 2: Needle 1: k 11, k2tog, k2  Needle 2: k2, ssk to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2  

            Needle 3: k2, ssk, k11 

Row 2: knit this row and each alternate  

             Row 

Continue decreasing 4 sts every other row to 16st 
Using only the 4st on one side of the mitten  

Knit across the row k2tog on the last st with 1
 
st of top or bottom side of the sock. 

Continue till 8 sts remain, were the 2 side shapings meet graft these 8 st together. 
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Tips and Suggestions 
 

 Knitting the toes and heels in a complementary colour makes removing and replacing a 

toes or heel easier. 

 Use a Russian Join to hide the transition between two yarns 

http://techknitting.blogspot.com/2007/06/working-in-ends-on-multi-color-knitting.html 

 For Joggless Stripping I recommend  http://techknitting.blogspot.com/2007/01/jogless-

stripes.html 

 * This pattern can be easily resized, try the sock on as the toe is knit. When you find it 

comfortable at the forefoot round the number of stitches to an even number preferably 

divisible by 4. 

 This pattern can be worked in both lace and fair Isle. When choosing a stitch pattern 

consider not only the number of stitches to the repeat, but the size that stitch pattern will 

appear on the finished sock. e.g. 2 repeats (30 st repeat pattern over 60 st) will likely not 

be as pleasant to the eye as 6 repeats (10 st repeat pattern over 60 sts) these are extreme 

examples, however the point is plan carefully and experiment before committing 

yourself. 

 If a toe or heel needs replacing simply unstitch the last knit row of the heel or toe 

connected to the body of the sock and knit the instructions for the for the After Thought 

Heel shaping. This instruction also works for the toe however decrease to 12st rather than 

16st. 

 

For further information contact 

 

spinnersyarn@roger.com 

 

Or visit my Blog for info on other patterns 

Kittens with Mittens 

 

http://kitenswithmittens.wordpress.com  
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